Senate Judiciary Committee
Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Members of the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition Policy and Consumer Rights,
We are writing on behalf of the thousands of fellow independent photographers and small photo
agencies that make their living through the creation and distribution of imagery. Google’s anticompetitive business practices in image search are diminishing our livelihoods and creativity, triggered
by a policy change Google made in 2013 that has siphoned traffic and solidified Google's position as the
world's dominant search engine.
As part of its settlement with the Federal Trade Commission in 2013, Google agreed to rein in the
practice of scraping proprietary content. Such promises notwithstanding, it waited less than three
weeks before reinstating this very practice with its image search offering, Google Images, thereby
affecting the livelihoods of photographers around the world.
In recent months, these concerns have increased. One of your colleagues, Senator Al Franken (D-MN),
pressed regulators on Google’s alleged practice of taking original stock photo content without
appropriate attribution, warning about the threat it poses to the “free flow of ideas.”1
We are encouraged by these remarks and call on the Subcommittee to organize further hearings this Fall
to train focus and attention on this growing threat.
Getty Images — a leading media company with a trove of more than 200 million assets and innovators in
digital media licensing and distribution — filed a competition complaint in April 2016 with the European
Commission against Google. The complaint focuses on Google’s abuse of dominance - highlighting the
unlawful way by which Google scrapes and displays content in instantly consumed, large, highresolution format, that take away the need for Internet users to visit source websites. This filing was
widely reported,2 not least because the public has an avid interest in how images are used and made
available online. Our letter today addresses these same concerns through the lens of US Antitrust law
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and the FTC Act.
During its own investigation of Google’s search practices, the FTC concluded that “the natural and
probable effect” of Google’s scraping conduct was “to diminish the incentives of companies like Yelp,
TripAdvisor, CitySearch, and Amazon to invest in, and to develop, new and innovative content, as the
companies cannot fully capture the benefits of their innovations.”3 Accordingly, the FTC recommended
condemning Google’s scraping practices4 of localized search content and consumer review from sites
like Yelp, and the Commission agreed, with a majority of the Commission acknowledging Google’s
wrongdoing.5 Nevertheless, less than three weeks after committing to end its scraping practices,6
Google began substantially similar conduct in a new vertical: image search.
We urge antitrust enforcers to take action to address Google’s scraping policy, which threatens our
ability to benefit from the investments we have made and continue to make in content creation and
monetization. Please help American Internet users to find their way to source content websites of image
owners and their customers, with one click, via Google Images, rather than being held captive within the
Google ecosystem. This will provide us with a fighting chance of sharing in the value that our images
bring to society.
Google states: "We may be the only people in the world who can say our goal is to have people leave our
website as quickly as possible.”7 In reality, the current format of Google Images with its display of large
format, high resolution imagery, does the opposite: namely keeping — image viewers and potential
licensees captive within Google. This not only deprives us and our customers of those views and
associated revenue, but it also makes it easy for users to unwittingly infringe our copyright (by enabling
the use of the right-click copy function). The only way to address this issue is to make search work as
search, by ensuring that a click on a low-res thumbnail in Google Images takes the user directly to the
source website. Users of Google Images should be given the opportunity to feed their love of imagery
by visiting or licensing images through lawful content websites, helping to ensure a fair marketplace for
all.
Effective online search is a necessary tool for the discovery of images. Google Images dominates the
image search market. When Google Images first launched, thumbnail-sized images were shown in
response to user search queries, along with contextual information about the source of the
images. Users who clicked on the thumbnail would be directed to the source website, where the user
could license the image, or view it on a site that had paid for the right to display the image. This was a
time when search worked like search – Google Images served as an online locator, directing users to
source websites where images could be viewed and/or licensed.
In January 2013, Google drastically changed the presentation of results in image search. Instead of
thumbnails, Google began displaying high resolution, large-format images. The new format also
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contained reduced information about the source, credit and copyright of the image. In addition, clicking
on an image no longer takes you to the source website – instead, Google created an image viewer
where users can scroll through endless galleries of images without ever leaving the Google
platform. The immediate effect of this change was a significant drop in traffic to the source sites. Image
consumption is immediate – once a user has seen an image in high-resolution, large format, there’s very
little reason to view it elsewhere.
The changes that Google made to image search means that Google keeps all of the traffic that would
otherwise go to the source sites, as well as all of the user data that it can then use to target advertising.
Data related to image viewing is clearly valuable, as evidenced by Google’s launch of shopping ads
directly within its image search service in May of this year.8 Meanwhile Google pays nothing for the
high-quality content that it appropriates for its own benefit.
In addition, Google does not itself host the large-format images, it instead uses the bandwidth of the
source sites to host and serve those images. Google presents the image in a “frame” so that the user
remains unaware it has viewed content on the content-owner’s website. The source website pays for
the bandwidth used but does not get any of the attendant benefits of user traffic. Google also allows
users to right-click, copy and save images, and does not include prominent copyright notices or
photographer attribution, thus facilitating copyright infringement and turning users into “accidental
pirates.” Google has become the de-facto primary source of unlicensed images on the Internet, and is
where the majority of non-professional buyers of imagery go to obtain images.
In response to complaints, Google has suggested that photographers can simply opt-out of image search
by using the robots.txt protocol.9 [9] Given Google’s dominant market share and the fact that Google is
the main gateway to the internet, its proposed solution is no solution at all: photographers can either
abide by Google’s wishes and accept Google’s presentation of images, or become invisible online.
The anti-competitive effects of Google’s conduct are real. As professional photographers, we spend
years acquiring the necessary skills to become commercially successful. We invest in our local
economies by funding photography shoots that involve location and equipment rental, hiring of local
talent and all of the attendant services such as styling and post-production work. We risk our lives to
cover breaking news that brings critical coverage to media worldwide and serves the important function
of educating, telling the story and informing us all of what’s going on around the world. Continuing
these investments is difficult when Google continues to use the fruits of our labor for its own benefit,
and to deprive us of the opportunity to generate licensing income. Who will pay for what Google gives
away for free?
As the watchdogs over our chief US antitrust enforcers, you have the power to help us, our fellow
photographers and the long-term interests of the image viewing public at large by calling Google to task
and urging the FTC to take action. Please ensure businesses like ours can continue to survive in the face
of a search engine with unrivalled market power; a search engine that seems intent on reinforcing its
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dominance in general search at the expense of foreclosing competition in related markets like image
search.
Getty Images and the Photographer Community

